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1. LIMITED GUARANTEE OF PRODUCT 

The present guarantee will be of application in the 
suppositions in which the photovoltaic module had, in 
the moment of the delivery, secret faults or that had been 
revealed by subsequently, and that were making it unable 
to recover the functions for those that it was made for, with 
the limitations and exclusions contained in the following 
conditions.

In forward acquirer will be understood as the natural or 
juridical person who acquires the photovoltaic modules 
EXIOM SOLUTION for the use it was made for, which 
means as a photovoltaic electric power generator. EXIOM 
SOLUTION through his manufacturer guarantees to the 
acquirers the photovoltaic modules supplied under the 
following conditions.

EXIOM SOLUTION guarantees for 10 years the materials 
that compose the photovoltaic module, as well as the 
possible faults of the photovoltaic module owed to the 
manufacturing process. If during this guarantee period 
the photovoltaic module had stopped working correctly 
as result of some fault caused by the materials or by the 
manufacturing process, EXIOM SOLUTION has the right to 
choose between repairing the defective module, to replace 
it with an equivalent module or return the money the of the 
photovoltaic defective module. In case EXIOM SOLUTION 
decides the repair of the module, EXIOM SOLUTION 
will use new components in the above mentioned repair, 
being the components replaced the ones used by EXIOM 
SOLUTION in his conventional process of manufacture.

2. LIMITED GUARANTEE OF PEAK POWER  

EXIOM SOLUTION guarantees 90 % of the production 
of energy during the first 12 years of the useful life of the 
modules and 80 % in 13 following years, that means, a 
limited guarantee of 25 years in total. In case of EXIOM 
SOLUTION determined that his module is not producing 
the percentage guaranteed of the minimal exit power 
specified in the previous table, EXIOM SOLUTION saves 
himself the right to choose between repairing the defective 
module, to replace it with a module EXIOM equivalent 
SOLUTION or to provide additional components to reach 
the power of specified exit, at least, up to the minimal 
guaranteed percentage.  In case EXIOM SOLUTION 
decides the repair of the module, EXIOM SOLUTION 
will use new components in the above mentioned repair, 
with those components used at the moment by EXIOM 
SOLUTION in its normal process of manufacture

3. EXCLUSIONES Y LIMITACIONES DE LA GARANTÍA

The offered guarantees do not cover hurts and / or 
functional failures owed to:

a) The incorrect manipulation or maintenance of the 
photovoltaic modules, breaking the instructions that EXIOM 
SOLUTION provides with his modules. 

b) The repair, modification and / or movement of the EXIOM 
SOLUTION modules for some technical service foreign to 
EXIOM SOLUTION or for adding to the EXIOM SOLUTION 
modules any equipment that are not the ones used by 
EXIOM SOLUTION. 

c) The abuse, misuse or reckless use of the photovoltaic 
modules.

d) Faults of electrical supply on the photovoltaic module 
due to: atmospheric discharges, fire, flood, accidental 
break, third parties actions and / or any other supposition 
or accident out of EXIOM’s reasonable control SOLUTION 
and that have not taken place under normal conditions of 
assembly operation.

e) The modules whose serial number have been 
manipulated or are not unequivocally identifiable will stay 
out of the present guarantee.

f) In case of the first acquirer sells of transfers the module to 
third parties, the present guarantee will remain in force only 
if the sale or transmission is put in EXIOM SOLUTION’s 
knowledge, sending a writing before it happens.

g) The installation of the module in saline environments 
must be realized with insulators in order to avoid the 
galvanic corrosion between the module and his supporting 
structure.

h) The guarantee does not cover the costs associated 
with the installation, uninstallation, reinstallation and / or 
transport of the photovoltaic EXIOM SOLUTION modules 
and / or of any component associated with these by the 
service realized to solve the problem arisen during the 
guarantee period.

i) This guarantee is not applied to the modules marked as 
“Grade B” or “Grade C”. 

j) This guarantee will be applied only to the original buyer of 
the module.
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